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Abstract . Cosepx&HHe . Streazczanie

In this paper derivability of a general type is characterized 
in terms of processes obtained from elementary ones by sequential 
and parallel composition. The elementary processes correspond to 
instances of derivation rules. The structure of derivations is 
represented by the structure of the processes. In particular, the 
information on independency of derivation steps is reflected by 
concurrency in processes. This suggests a possibility of studying 
and comparing different types of derivability.

AJtreOpameotcafl xaparrepHsaoHH coothoichbE 

BHBOSUOCm

B CTatse aaeroH axreCpanqecKafl xapaKrepH3an*H nuipoKO no- 
HHiiaeuott BH30XHM0CTI. 3to xapaKTepii3aiutH nocpeactBOii npoueccoB 
Buaosa, Koropue iiozHO noiyriHTB, cKjiasHBan nocjiesoBaTejiiHO h 
napajuiefflbHo ajueyeBTapHue npoqeccu, cooTBeTCTByx>mne 0TsejD>HaM 
npHMeHemiHM npaBHjr BUBoaa. 0cnOAi>3OBaHHe onepaiyifl caojmhhh 
npoueccoB n03B0XH6T Bupaaiii CTpjKTypu shboaob nocpeACTBOM 
cnocoCoB cAoieHHfl npoaeccoB. Z Tan, BanpMuep, HesaBHcm iocn 

maroB BUBoaa BHpazaeTCfl nocpeACTBOM napaaflejmsMa b npoueccax. 
TaKoB noAXOA oTKpuBaer hobuo bobmozhocti hccJie^oBaHHH h cpas-
U6H2H paSAH^HHX THIIOB BHB05HM0CTH.



Algebraiczna charakteryzacja 
relacji wyprowadzali)ości

Praca zawiera algebraiczną charakteryzację bardzo ogólnie 
rozumianej wyprowadzalności. Jest to charakteryzacja przez proce
sy wywodu, jakie można uzyskać składając sekwencyjnie i równoleg
le procesy elementarne, stanowiące pojedyócze zastosowania reguł 
wywodu. .Użycie operacji składania procesów pozwala wyrazić struk
tury wyprowadzeń przez sposoby złożenia procesów. W szczególności 
niezależność kroków wyprowadzenia wyraża się przez współbieżDość 
w procesach. Otwiera to pewne nowe możliwości badania i porówny
wania różnych typów wyprowadzalności.



1. INTRODUCTIOH

In this paper we present a new way of defining general 
derivability relations like those described in [Ra 75],
[Wi 76), and recently in [ehRY.' 77].

Speakinf very generally, a derivability relation is the 
reflexive and transitive closure of a binary relation-=> , 
The relation«.^ is determined by a set of rules according to 
which an object B (a word, a tree, a graph, e.t.c.) can be 
obtained from another object A (resp.: a word, a tree, a sraphf 
e.t.c.) . This is expressed as

A=i> B

When applied many times, such rules allow us to derive a class 
of objects starting from a given object A, namely the class of 
objeote B such that

The objects considered (words, trees, graphs, e.t.c.) have 
an internal structure and an application of a rule changes only 
a small part of the whole object, -e can consider such an 
application as a process P which changes a piece ”?g(l’) of an 
Object A (the data of P) into another piece 'D1(P) (the result
of P). The rest of A remains unchanged and thus the object
obtained ie A with "ipi?) replaced by “̂ (p).

Two processes P1 and P2 such that "i 1 (P̂ ) « ̂ 0(P2) can be
executed one after another giving a new process P1,P2
sequential composition of P.,'and P2).



On the other hand, there nay exist processes , P2 which 
are independent and may be executed in parallel. This gives a 
new process ?1® P 2 (the parallel composition of P1 and ?2).

Using the two operations, compound process can he obtained 
from elementary ones corresponding to applications of rules.
In this manner we can define a new relation — * between objects, 
namely

A — > B iff there exists a process P such that A- ”3q (p) 
and 3- 3 ̂ (P)

The question arises whether the relation — >■ is the same as ==».

'.,'e shall show that this question can be answered positively 
if the objects considered are finite and the'class of processes 
is chosen properly.

This result allows one to express derivations as processes. 
Due to the way in which processes are constructed from elementary 
ones their internal structure can be shown explicitly, for in
stance, which parts are executed sequentially or in parallel Is 
shovm. It follows immediately that considerations on order and 
independency of the applicability of rules in a derivation can 
be performed.

2. STRUCTURES

Following [EMRV 77] , [Ha 75] , and (Vi 76] we shall con
centrate on objects which can be characterized by relations among 
atoms they consist of. Such objects, called structures, will be 
defined as sets of so called elenentarv formulas. The definitions 
a<re as follows.
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An elementary formula is an ordered (a(F)*l)-tuple

f * (̂ .x., # • • • >xa(F))

where F is a predicate symbol of the arity a(F), and 
x.,,'. ..,xa^  are some elements (not necessarily different).
Such a formula is written as

F (x1,... ,xg

The 3et of the elements occurring in f is denoted
by |f I. These elements are called atoms of f.

A structure is a set A of elementary formulas. The set of 
atoms of A, i.e., the union of the sets |f| of atoms of the for** 
mulas feA, is called the carrier of A and denoted by |A|.

Every elementary formula f determines a structure, na-nely 
the structure {f}' consisting of f only. So we shall sonetimes 
consider such a formula as the structure {f}.

Given a structure A and a function i defined on a set 
containing Ja |, by iA we shall denote the structure consisting 
of the formulas if, where feA and if denotes the formula 

»•••»i(xa(F))) for eTer7 formula f-F (x1,... ,xa^ )  .

Example 1. Partially labelled graphs can be represented as 
structures consisting of the formulas of the following*types:

V(x), standing for "x is a vertex",
E(x), Tf

" X is an edge",
S(x,y), n 11X is the source of y",
T(x,y), n "X is the target of y",
a(x), (i "X has the label a",
b(x), ft

" X has the label b",
c ( x )

n " X has the label c", etc
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In particular, words over a certain alphabet can be represented 
in this nanner. For instance, the word ob, considered as the 
following labelled graph (l:x means that x has the label l):

1 J  J
c:4 b:5

can be represented as the structure:

{V (i;,V(2),7(3;,B(4J,E(5j,S(1,4;tS(2,5),T(2,4),TC3,5),c(4),b(5)} 

The carrier is the set {1,2,3,4,5}.

Dxararle 2. Consider the following configuration of tokens in the 
placer of a Fetri net (consult [Pe 75], for the notions):

Leno+e the tokens as in the figure below.

\



Then the configuration is the structure:

{p(a),P(b),Q(c),R(d),R(e),R(f)}

where P(x) stands for "x is in the place P",
Q(x) " "x is in the place Q",
R(x) " "x is in the place R".

The carrier is the set {a,b,c,d,e,f} of tokens.

3. DERIVING STRUCTURES FRCi! STRUCTURES

V/e shall adopt the derivability concept of [eMR'a' 77] in a 
simplified version, similar to those in [Ra 75] and [7i ?G]. 
Then to derive an object B from a given one A means to obtain 
B from A by changing some parts of A according to some rules.
A rule says what is the pattern of a change. It may be applied
to an object under certain circumstances. Such an application, 
called an instance of the rule, determines a change that leads 
to a new object, called the result of the application. The 
formal definitions are as follows.

A rule is an ordered pair

r - (rv r2 )

of two structures r.,,^. Such a rule is written as

r1 I—  r2

The structure r1 is called the left r>art of r and is denoted 
by L(r). The structure r2 is called the rlfrht rart of r and is 
denoted by R(r).
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An instance of a rule r is an ordered pair (r»i) consisting 
of r and of a one-to-one correspondence i between the atoms of 
L(r)UK(r) and some other elements.

An instance (r, i) of r (and the rule r itself) is said to 
be applicable to a structure A iff:

(1) the formulas of ii(r) are in A,
(2) no formula of iR(r)-LL(r) is in A,
(?) the atoms of il(r) which are not in |iR(r)| do not belong

to | A-L (r) | , •

W the atoms of iR(r) which are not in |il(r)| do not belong
to |A-iL(r)| .

The structure B - (A-il(r)) UiR(r) is then said to be the 
result of the application of the instance (r,i) of r to A and’ 
we write

(5) ' fi (r,i  ̂- E

The ordered triple (5) is called a direct derivation of B from A.
A derivation like (5) caj^be understood as removing from A 

the part il.(r) which is an "occurrence" of L(r) in A, and re
placing it by a new part iR(r) which becomes an occurrence of 
R(r) in the obtained structure B. The intersection il(r)OiR(r) 
is an "interface" between what is changing and the rest of the 

• structure. Condition (3) mean? that the atoms of the removed 
part which are not atoms of the interface disappear. Similarly, 
condition (4) means that the atoms of the part i-eplacing the re
moved one which are not atoms of the interface are essentially 
new and just introduced.
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One can easily check that (5) holds true iff the following 
conditions are satisfied:

(6) il(r)£A,
(7J iR(r)sB,
(8) A-1L (r) -B-1R (r),
(9) (liLfr)l-|l£(r)|)n |A-il(r)| - 0,
(10) (|iR(r)| -/il(r)|) fi |B-iR(r)|- 0.

This means that our direct derivations here are direct deriva
tions in the sense of [EMRW 77].

Given a set G of rules, a structure B is said to be 
derivable from a structure A according to the rules of G iff 
B-A or there is a finite sequence of direct derivations

where t 1,...,rn e G. Then we write

The sequence above of direct derivations is called a derivation 
of B from A.

Example 3. Representing words as shown in Example 1 we can con
sider the context-free rewritting rules below

- B

b — -ab

b — ►a

as the following rules, respectively:
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r., - {E(u) ,S(x,u) ,T(y,u) ,b(u)}
{Y(z;,E(vJ,B(w;,S(x,v),S(x,w),T(z,v)rT(y,w),a(v),b(w)j 

r2 - {B (u) ,S(x,u) ,T(y,u) ,a(u)} >—  {e (y) ,S(x,r) ,T(y,v) ,c (v)}
Tj - {E(u),S(x,u),T(y,u),b(u)J b~ {s(r) ,S (x,v) fT(y,r) ,a(v)}

Then we have the following derivation:
(r1»li) (r2*^2^ (X'i*ii)eb = = = * ■  cab = = = = >  ccb = £ = £ = >  cca

with

i.,W-2, i^zJ-6, i1(u)-5, ^ ( t J-7, i ^ - S
i2(x)-2, i2(y)-6, i2(u)-7, 12 (v)-9 
13(x ) -6, i3(y)-3, i3(u)-8, i3 (v)-10

This is easy to see if to represent the words cb, cab, ccb, cca 
a6 the following partially labelled graphs:

1 2 3 1 2 6 3
c:4 b:5 c:4 a:7 b :8

1 2 6 3 1 2 6
c:4 c:9 b :8 c:4 c:9 a:10

Example 4. The following rules correspond to the transitions in 
the Petri net in Example 2:

T -• {R(x)} I  {P(y),Q(z;j
0 - {P(x;,Q(y}] |----{R(z)}

Applying the instance (T,i) of T with

l(x)-d, l(y)-g, l(z)-h
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to the structure in Example 2 we derive the structure 

{p(a),P(b),P(g),Q(c),Q(h),R(*),R(f)} 

representing the configuration

4■ PROCESSES *

In our further considerations we shall exploit the fact that 
instances of rules- can be considered as processes. As formal 
models of processes we take partial sequences as introduced in 
[Wi 77}. The definitions are as follows.

By a labelled-partially ordered set (l.p.o. set) we mean a 
triple s-(X,< ,1) which consists of a partially ordered set (X,£) 
and of a mapping 1 :1 —>1 such that:

(1 1) l(x)-l(y) implies x^ /  or y ^ x

The mapping 1 is called a labelling of X. The value l(x) is 
called the label of x. ,

* i 'v
Two l.p.o. sets s-(X,^,l) and s'-(l', ,1') are said to be

isomorphic iff there is a bisection f:X— >l' such that:
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x ^ y  iff f(x)^'f(y) 
l(x)-l'(f(x))

The class of the l.p.o. seta which are isomorphic with an l.p.o. 
set 6 is denoted by [s] .

By a partial sequeace we ¡nean a class of isomorphic l.p.o.
sets.

Certain partial sequences can be composed sequentially or 
in parallel. In order to define the corresponding operations we 
first introduce two auxiliary partial unary operations "b Q and 
^ 1 assigning a "source" and a "target" respectively to a partial
sequence.

The source 2 q(p) 1b defined for such partial sequences
P- [(X, 4 ,1)) where for every r e X  there is a minimal element Xq
of (X, 4 ) satisfying xQ4 x. Then we define 3 Q(P) as the partial 
sequence [(XQ, 4)Xq,1|X0)], where Xg is the set of minimal 
elements of (X,<) , and <|XQ and 1|XQ are the restrictions of 
and 1 to Xq.

The target "¿^(P) is defined for such partial sequences
P- C(X,< ,1)) where for every x e X  there is a maximal element x1
of (1 ,4 ) satisfying x^x^. Then we define d 1 (P) as the partial 
sequence C(x.j, ^|X^,1|X^)] , where X̂  is the set of maximal 
elements of (X, <), and <|X^ and l|X1 are the restrictions of < 
and 1 to X.j.

The sequential composition P-j’fj is d®flaed for partial 
sequences P1 and P2 such that ^ 1(P^) and 3 Q(P2) are defined and 
identical. It "glues" P1 and P2 into a partial sequence by 
identifying every maximal element of P1 with the minimal element
of ?2 having the same label, and by extending the orderings of P1 
and P„ to a common ordering. Formally, if P^«[(x.j, ̂ ,1^) with



the set I0 of maximal elements of and Pg- f(X2, i,,l2)]
with the same set XQ of minimal elements of (l2, < 2), th®n we 
define P^’P2 as ((^»^>1)] » where:

X - {i}xX1 U{2}x(X 2-'X0)

x ^ y  iff there are x' ,y' such that
x-(1 ,x') and y-(1 ,y') and x' y' or
x~(2,x') and y-(2 ,y'J and x ' ^ 2 y' or

x-(1 ,x') and y-(2,y') and 1 1 (x"J -l2 (y")
for some x', y" < 2 y' or x , < 1 z < 2 y'
for some ze X Q

1 J M * ' )  forx-(l,x')
[l2(*'; for x-(2 ,x'J

The parallel composition P.J0P,, iB defined for partial 
sequences P̂  and P2 such that the sets of labels of the elements 
of P1 and P2 are disjoint.* The result is defined as a partial 
sequence consisting of two independent parts corresponding to P1 

and Pg. Formally, if P.j- f(X1, ,1^3 and P2- [(X2, <g,lg)] with
l1 (l1) D lg(Xg) - 0 then we define P.|®Pg as ((X, <,l)] , where:

I - {l}xX1Ut 2 } x X 2

x < y  iff there are x',7 ' su°h that
x-(1,x ') and y«(1,y') and x ' < 1 y' or
x-(2,x') and y-(2,y') and x'jg2 y'

1  j 1! (*') for
}l2 (x') for x*(2 ,x'j

-15-
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The sequential and parallel compositions are partial binary 
operations and they satisfy certain'rules. For instance, they 
are associative, the parallel composition is commutative,
(F® :)•(!'®Q') is defined whenever .?*P'®Q*Q' is defined and
then

(P®i)*(P'® Q')- P*P'®Q-Q'

The lact formula allows us to represent a compound partial
sequence in a canonical form:

(f1 ,® ... ®  P1n^® * ... • (P^i® • • • ®  pmnte®

with some units Pi3 (i.e., partial sequences such that "3g (^ij)“

’^l(pij)“pij^
,'e thin’.: of partial sequences as of models of non-sequéntial 

processes. The labels of elements of a partial sequence correspond 
then to certain atomic situations. The elements themselves 
represent occurrences of such situations in a process. The partial 
ordering reflects a causal relation between the occurrences of 
atomic situations. The source (the target) represents the initial 
data (the result ) of the process. The sequential and parallel 
compositions of partial sequences reflect the serial and parallel 
executions of prScesscs.

xan~ile 5. Suppose that the occurrences of atomic situations are 
re-resented ‘praphically by circles and the causal relation is 
represented by arrows between circles.

The one-elenent partial sequence PQ with the label Y (6) may 
be identified with a process reducing to the atomic situation 
V(6). The following partial sequences:



V ft ) £ (* )  £ ( « )  S(2.7) S if.t) T ft 'V  Tf3,t) a ( V  b ( t )

e c u  sa.v rft.fi £(*) S(t,i) T(3,t) b(g)

EO) S(*,V T(6,3) C(9J E(lO) S(i,!0) T(ijo) 0.(10)

may be Identified with the processes of replacing:

3 ^ - 2  —  by
b:5

2 6
a:7

6 3
b:8

by

by

a:7 b:8
2 6
• —  - ■ ■' n

c:9 
6 3

a:10

respectively, in the graphs of Example 3. Composing then we 
obtain the processes:
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~(9) Hi,a) r(6,9)

V 0®pJ"

P ^ P ^ P ^ P j )

5. PROCESSES • DETERFiIHED BY RULES

Given an instance I-(r,iJ of a rule r, the -process cor
responding to the instance I, in brief Pr(lJ,.is defined as 
[(X,i,l)] , where:

X - {l}xiL(r)U{2}xiR(rj
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x^,y iff x=y or x»(1,uj and y»(1,v) fcr some 
U£iX(r) and ve.iR(rJ

1 (x) - u for every x- C<,u) e X, k»1.,2

Example 6. For the instances ^-(r^,!.,), I2-(r2,i2), I--(r-,i,) 
in Example 3 we have the processes , r,»Pr(I,) ,
P^-Pr(Ij), which are shown in Sxample 5.

Given a set of elementary formulas, this set can be con
sidered as a process consisting of the elements only v/hich are 
both minimal and maximal. For instance, (v(6)} is the process 
in Example 5. !The usual set theoretic union corresponds to the 
parallel composition of processes of this type and only disjoint 
sets can be composed in parallel.

Let Form be the class of elementary formulas. Given a . 
rule r, by Pr(r) we denote the class of all the processes of 
the form r(l), where I is an instance of r. Given a set G of 
rules, we define

Pr(G) - Form U   J Pr(r)
r e G

and denote by 7r(G) the closure of Pr(G) with respect to the 
sequential and parallel compositions. Finally, v/e denote by 
Proc(G) the subclass of those processes [(X, 6 ,l)] € ?r(c) ich 
have the following property:

(12) if Y 1fY, are maximal antichains of (X,^J vith a common 
element TrcY^DY^ and ae|l(x,)l then for evpry y such 
that ae|l(y^| there is zgY, such that a£|l(z)| and 
or <y.



This .-'rc'pertv means that no occurrence of a formula can coexist 
in process with a change that removes or introduces an atom
of this formula.

Cur main result is the following theorem.

ghepi-;:i. :-i-- .-yi a set 0 of rules whose left and right parts are 
finite, aiid vwo finite structures A and B, the structure B can 
be derived irop A f.eeordinf to 0 (i.e., A — ¿»»B) iff there is 
a process PeProc(G) such that A- 3 0(?) and B- '«̂ (P).

2roof, (a). The first part of the theorem will be proved by 
assigning a process reiToo(G) with 'dC)(P)-A and ^(Pj-B to 
every derivation of B from A. This will be done by induction on 
the length of derivation.

If A-B-{f1,...,fn } then wa have A»B«{f1,...,f }fcProc(G; 
and " 9 (A) « ̂  ̂ (A) «A«3.

uurpoae that a prooeoe P such that A» 30(?) and 3- 9.j(P) 
cxieta in Proc(G) for every derivation of B from A of the 
length < n. Let

h  L i  IA - Â  «r -.> • —  >  A^ ■ B * = > 0

be a derivation of the length n with A- 90(P), B- 3^(P) for a 
process ?€Proc(G), and I»(r,i) for some r eG. According to the 
properties of direct derivations we have iL(r)CB, lit(r) ftC, 
and “-iL(r)-C-lR(r)-{f1,...»f^}. So we have the following pro
cess in Proc(G) :

Q - {*!.....fj®rr(i;

with and Then P*Q is a process in Tr(G)
satiafyine 9 q (P‘Q)"A and 9, (P*Q)-C. It is sufficient to prove 
that P»QsProo(&).
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Let P« C(X̂  * ̂  1 tfXg» ̂  g * 3 P»Q» [CX, ̂  »1)1
with X-^UIg. The only maximal antichaiA of (X,4) which is 
not a maximal antichain of (X^, 4-|) is the set Z of the naxiaal 
elements of (X, 4 ). If were a maximal antichain Y1 of (X.)t ^ )  
with x € 2 n , ae|l(x)|, ae|l(y)| for some y e Y1, and 
a^|l(z)| for every zeZ such that y < z  or z^y then there 
would.be a ̂  llR(r)l , and so a^|iX(r)| (otherwise it could not 
be 3 <==^C) . Thus, taking the maximal antichain Z^-X^ n Xg wo 
would have aj£|l(z)| for every z 6 Z1 such that y^ s or z<y. 
However this is in a contradiction with property (12) of P.
By similar arguments, there is no maximal antichain Y1 of (X1, 
with x € ZClY.|, a€|l(x)|, ae|l(z)| for some z 6 Z, andajill(y;| 
for every such that y^ z  or z $y. So P*Q e Proc (G).

(bj. let PeProciG) and A- 9^(P), 3« "^(P). Then wc can 
represent P in the following canonical form:

P - ( P u ®  ••• ® P 1n ®  P-|)* ••• *(prai® ** *® ?an ®  ?n̂1 m

where P ^  are units, i.e., sets of formulas, which are disjoint 
for every particular k, and P^ are of the forr. Pr(I._) for some 
instances 1^- (rv,ik) of rules from G. Thus, for every 
V  pki®-- . 0 ? ^  ®  Pjç and k-1,...,n we have the following 
disjoint unions:

^O^k^ “ i ̂kl * • • • » fïcp̂ l u  (rkJ 

*̂ 1 ̂ k^ " i*k1 » • • • * *"* ik^’ ̂r’:̂

and ”3q (Q^)«A, 3^(Qjd)«B.



t
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On t'-o other hand, due to property (12) of P, there is no atom 
of fv  ̂which is an atom of i^Ifr^) hut not of i^Rfr^) or con- 
- -exy. Thus, the instance Ik of rk is applicable to the struc
ture 3.-)(Q..) and the result of the application is the structure

W -
As a conscquence, for every k-1,...,m we have:

This gives following derivation:

A - 3 0(Q1) =^=5> ? 1(Q1) - ^ 0(Q2)=iS= 

i.e., a -=2=»b .

^xan-sl? 7. Taking the process

P - Q ®  P^CP q®  P2® P 3)

where

Q -  { V ( 1 ) , T ( 2 ) , V ( 3 ) , B ( 4 ) , S ( 1 , 4 ) , T ( 2 , 4 ; , C ( 4 ) }

and P^(P q® P 2®Pj) is the process in Example 5, we"see that 
3 q (P) is the structure in Example 1 representing the word cb
and

^l(P) - {v (1) ,V(2),V(3) ,V(6) , E(4) ,E(9) ,E (10) ,S (1,4) ,S (2,9) ,
S ( 5 ,10),T(2,4) ,? (6,9),T(3,10),c(4) ,c (9) ,a(10)}

is the structure representing the word cca. The internal 
structure of P describes the way of deriving cca from cb.

Q.E.D.
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The first step is represented by the process . The next two 
are represented by P2 8111(1 P3 and they are independent. So P 
represents an information similar to a derivation tree.

6. FINAL REMARKS

The meaning of the result is that we are able to speak not 
only of derivability but also on how derivations look like. 
Namely, the structure of a process P with the property that 
A“"^q(p) and B-’à^P.) shows what rules, how, and in which order 
are applied to derive B from A. If there are some independent 
applications of rules then the corresponding subprocesses are 
composed in parallel (see Example 7). The order of applying 
rules is given by the sequential compositions. So the structure 
of the process reflects the structure of the derivation.

In this paper no restrictions have been imposed on the class 
of processes obtainable from elementary ones by sequential and 
parallel compositions. There are however types of derivability 
which can be characterised by such restrictions. A typical 
example are Lindenmayer Bystems ([HR 75)) where all possible re
placements are supposed to be done simultaneously. This cor
responds to taking maximal parallel compositions of elementary 
processes and composing them sequentially. Having the formalism 
of processes we may think also of restrictions reflecting other 
types of derivability.

A class of processes obtained by imposing particular 
restrictions reflects the generative power of the corresponding 
derivability. So we have a uniform way to compare the powers of 
different formalisms.
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It might be interesting to know how the derivability of 
structures defined in this paper is related to other, well known, 
notions of derivability (grammars, graph grammars etc.) . A way 
of investigating this problem night be to consider objects of a 
•^articular sort (words, graphs, labelled graphs etc.) as structures 
satisfying certain particular axioms.
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